Unitech’s US headquarters in Cypress, California
You are looking for a solution provider to deliver a high-quality, reliable product coupled with responsive and proactive service for a fair price. For Unitech, that is just how we do business.

For over three decades, Unitech has been a global provider of data collection technologies, developing a broad range of scanning and computing devices to help businesses reach new levels of efficiency and productivity. With dedicated U.S. sales, customer service and technical support teams, we strive to deliver technology solutions that continuously improve the way our customers work.

Focused on designing and developing products, our services and solutions anticipate a customer’s changing needs. Our products can be customized with your own logo, design, and colors. This makes us stand out from the rest and provide another layer of service to our customers. The Unitech philosophy is to achieve the highest customer satisfaction through honesty, integrity, and a commitment to excellence.
PA760
Have it all in one smart device. The PA760 delivers speed, performance, and style in a slim, compact house. Built strong with an IP67 rating against dust, dirt, and water, and a 6-foot drop rating, the PA760 2D rugged smart phone can handle some tough situations. An Android 9 or 10 OS + GMS, speedy Qualcomm 2.2GHz Octa-Core processor, and 4G LTE makes this a perfect heavy workload companion on-the-go or in the workplace.

PA760 with STANDARD GUNGRIP (NEW)
For ease of use during long shifts, connect a coordinating gun grip to the Unitech PA760 rugged smart phone. A comfortable grip and large, easy press button simplifies data collection. For less wear on the PA760 device and less stress on your hands, this gun grip is an ideal tool for optimizing work tasks and streamlining data collection.
(Part #5500-900062G)

PA760 with 2D LONG RANGE GUNGRIP (NEW)
Slide the PA760 onto this gun grip for additional range. This long-range accessory offers convenience in an easy-to-use device. With a read range of up to 32 feet, scans can be processed from the ground to the highest shelf in the warehouse for a device that proves its use every time you pick it up. A comfortable grip designed for all day usage and simple press button makes this a great choice.
(Part #5500-900065G)

PA760 with UHF GUNGRIP (NEW)
Optimize the PA760 with the addition of the UHF RFID gun grip. With a read range of up to 19 feet and read rate of up to 750 tags per second, this device exudes both efficiency and convenience. For use in small to medium businesses with busy warehouses and work spaces, this RFID reader also reads all 1D and 2D barcodes when paired with the PA760. Ideal for asset management, order picking, inventory, and price checking.
(Part #5500-900063G)
PA730V
Pocketable and powerful, the Verizon Certified PA730V is unlike consumer-grade smart phones. Built tough with a Gorilla Glass 3 touchscreen, this rugged smart phone withstands 6-foot drops to concrete and is environmentally sealed against dust and moisture. The PA730V features a 12-hour battery and runs on the Android 7.0 operating system on a lightning fast 64-bit Octa-Core processor to get you moving in and outside the four walls. Non-LTE version also available.
EA320 (NEW)

If you’re searching for a device that won’t quit, look no further than the Unitech EA320. Thoughtfully constructed with features like a Qualcomm Quad-Core processor, 4" Gorilla Glass 3 touch screen, and 21-key numeric keypad, this rugged smart phone is ideal for a variety of markets and applications such as price checks and inventory in retail, delivery drop offs and pick ups in transportation, and order picking and fulfillment in warehousing.

EA630 (NEW)

Expect more from your work device. The EA630 rugged smart phone features Android 9 or 10 + GMS and runs on the Qualcomm Octa-Core processor for fast and efficient processes. A 6-inch HD display allows clear reading and input commands. Ideal for use in retail, event ticketing, asset management, and transportation industries, the EA630 is a powerful force in the office, in store, on delivery routes, and on the field.

EA602

The new EA602 comes as an out-of-the-box bundle with a charging cradle, USB cable, hot swappable battery, and 1.4GHz Octa-Core processor. Featuring the Android 7.1 OS, a 5" HD Gorilla Glass display, and an integrated barcode scanner, the rugged EA602 provides enterprise functionality at a consumer-grade price.

EA500+

For a device that works as hard as you do, look to the EA500+. Sturdy on the outside and intelligently designed on the inside, this rugged device withstands bumps, drops, falls, water spills, and the elements with its IP65 rating and 5-foot drop protection. An ergonomic grip, Android 8, and Qualcomm Octa-Core processor makes this ideal for retail, event ticketing, and transportation applications.

EA320 (NEW)

If you’re searching for a device that won’t quit, look no further than the Unitech EA320. Thoughtfully constructed with features like a Qualcomm Quad-Core processor, 4" Gorilla Glass 3 touch screen, and 21-key numeric keypad, this rugged smart phone is ideal for a variety of markets and applications such as price checks and inventory in retail, delivery drop offs and pick ups in transportation, and order picking and fulfillment in warehousing.
RUGGED HANDHELD COMPUTERS

For a device that does more, turn to Unitech’s line of rugged handheld computers. Built for performance and tough work environments, these units handle data collection swiftly using physical keypads and touchscreens for cross-functional work. Our devices help you streamline work production in warehousing, manufacturing, and other environments.

HT730 (NEW)
Inventory better with the HT730. Featuring Android 10 and upgradeable to Android 12, this device offers a 32-key keypad and compact form factor with ergonomic grip for all day use. The HT730 boasts rugged protection with a 6-foot drop spec and IP65/IP67 rating while a 4-inch LCM capacitive touchscreen and 2.3 GHz Qualcomm Octa-Core processor makes it versatile.

HT510A
Optimized for warehousing environments, the HT510A offers one-handed operation for on-the-go data collection. It’s built strong to resist spills and dirt and is 5-foot drop tested, making this a tough work mate. Powered by an Android 7 operating system, the HT510A has a wide range of wireless transmission interfaces, for developing applications or connecting to the back-end host to make communication easier, more immediate and more accurate.

HT380 (NEW)
The HT380 is a handheld terminal offering aggressive 2D scanning housed in a rugged body. A type-C USB cable provides faster charging times and less wear and tear on the device while a 5-foot drop rating makes this a tough and tumble device. Featuring Android 9, Bluetooth, and an IP65 rating, this device works well for manufacturing, retail, and warehousing verticals.
RUGGED ANDROID TABLET

Enjoy speed, efficiency, and performance rolled up into perfectly slim and portable devices. Whether you’re a novice or a pro, our user-friendly Android tablets help you complete your tasks faster than ever before. Customize a product based on your budget, style, and needs plus enjoy a full year warranty.

TB85
Take your business wherever you go with the fast and efficient TB85 with GMS certification. Its slim design, rugged features, and IP67 environmental seal prove itself as a tough work companion. A hearty Octa-Core processor and 8-inch HD display offers fast app running and plenty of screen space to run them. The latest Android 8 OS and 4G LTE translates to versatility and room to roam, inside the office and out.

TB85 GUN GRIP (NEW)
Scan with ease with the TB85 gun grip. Add this optional accessory which features an ergonomic design so you can read barcodes in the hardest areas like warehouses, manufacturing facilities, and supply rooms. This device offers a one-push button on its handle to prevent muscle strain and increase comfort. Once paired with the TB85 tablet you can enjoy powerful scanning and accurate reads.

(Part #5500-900084G)
RFID SOLUTIONS

RFID readers can greatly improve productivity with their ability to read multiple tags at once, and our new line of RFID products help you do more, faster. From a pocket-sized handheld reader that can perform thousands of reads per shift to a multi-port fixed reader that widens the range at your desired location, Unitech is making your business better.

RP901
Get more done with this tiny RFID reader; the RP901 is an ultra high frequency device that fits nicely in the palm of your hand. It is capable of up to 6,000 reads on a single charge and comes with a convenient handstrap. It’s light and portable enough to go anywhere, and easily pairs to your mobile device via Bluetooth.

RS804 (NEW)
Redefine productivity with a device that allows multifunctional ways to work smarter. The RS804 features four port configurations for optimized tag reading with a read rate of up to 750 tags per second, a compact form factor, and an IP52 environmental seal for dust and water protection. Supports EPC global UHF Class 1 Gen 2 / ISO 18000-6C.

RS200
Two is better than one. The RS200 UHF RFID reader connects two antennas to increase the UHF range in large workspaces such as warehouses. A compact form factor and capability to read up to 750 tags per second makes it an ideal choice. This device is a great addition to manufacturing, self-checkout, retail, and kiosk applications and can be utilized for drone and robot mobile inventory.

RS804 (NEW)
Redefine productivity with a device that allows multifunctional ways to work smarter. The RS804 features four port configurations for optimized tag reading with a read rate of up to 750 tags per second, a compact form factor, and an IP52 environmental seal for dust and water protection. Supports EPC global UHF Class 1 Gen 2 / ISO 18000-6C.
HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS

Update your medical data collection with devices that get the job done. Providing immediate assistance for critical care services with ID bracelet scanning, specimen collection, and patient vitals, Unitech healthcare devices stand ready to serve on the frontlines of hospitals and care facilities. Sealed to prevent damage from dirt, dust, and water spills, these devices offer rugged protection and antimicrobial and/or disinfectant ready properties to keep staff and patients safe.

PA760 HC (NEW)

Improve data collection on the frontlines and beyond with a device that does more than scanning. Approved for use with Epic Rover applications the PA760 HC smart phone improves bedside care and patient medical data gathering. This rugged device is a compact device that can handle harsh cleaning agents like ethanol and isopropyl alcohol with its disinfectant ready housing.

EA630 HC (NEW)

Expedite administrative tasks in healthcare with the EA630 HC. Disinfectant ready housing and rugged IP65 and 5-foot drop protection makes this device an ideal work companion. With a high screen to bezel ratio, this 6-inch smart phone offers high readability and clear HD viewing. For high performance data collection with medical ID bracelet scanning, specimen collection, badge verification, trust the EA630 HC.

MS852 HC & MS852B+ HC (NEW)

Unitech healthcare barcode scanners combine high-performance scanning with efficiency and value. The MS852+ HC scanners are disinfectant ready for use with ethanol and isopropyl alcohol and are built with antimicrobial properties deterring germs and disease. A trigger lifecycle of 10 million uses and a wireless range of up to 328 feet proves the MS852+ HC series a useful device. Available in corded and wireless versions.

MS280 & MS282 (NEW)

Build an inviting ambiance in your healthcare, medical office, or nursing care environment with an attractive barcode scanner that can be customized with your company logo. This disinfectant ready device tolerates harsh chemicals like ethanol and isopropyl alcohol. Pair with optional coordinating stand for handsfree, efficient scanning. 1D & 2D scanners available.
COMPANION SCANNERS

Our pocket-sized wireless scanners are the perfect companion for your smartphone or tablet. With your choice of scan engine (1D/2D) and onboard memory (up to 32 MB), Unitech pocket scanners place powerful data collection in the palm of your hand. All scanners are iOS, Android, and Windows compatible, pairing quickly and easily to any Bluetooth device.

MS912+

Use the MS912+ for high volume barcode scanning; this device can perform up to 5,000 scans per charge. This upgrade to the MS912 is easily paired with a smart phone, tablet, or computer for seamless data collection. This tiny device offers 2MB of memory and you can hang it on a lanyard or belt loop to take it wherever you go.

MS916 & MS926

Elements of a mobile computer with the form factor of a wireless scanner. Do more with a convenient 1-inch accuracy window, software development opportunities, push-to-pair, and your choice of 1D or 2D scanning. All with enough memory to hold 100,000 scans.

MS925 HC (NEW)

With the MS925 HC, users hold a powerful scan engine in the palm of their hands. Weighing just 1.04 oz, this tiny workhorse scans all 1D and 2D barcodes and is housed in antimicrobial materials to resist germs and disease. This Bluetooth enabled device offers 5-foot drop protection and an IP42 environmental seal to keep out dust and water. Ideal for healthcare and nursing facilities.
WIRELESS SCANNERS

Our wireless scanners are designed to take a licking and keep on ticking. Unitech barcode scanners offer a wide range of movement without a cord. Built with exceptional battery life and Bluetooth pairing options, these scanners are perfect for medium to high-volume scanning needs. Once your scanning tasks are done, simply charge them in the provided charging cradles.

MS340B

Go wireless with the MS340B barcode scanner. Enjoy up to 300 wireless feet of free roaming while scanning 1D linear barcodes and GS1 codes. With a highly accurate scan engine and a 5-foot drop rating, the MS340B features Bluetooth and comes with a charging cradle.

MS851B (NEW)

Do more with a scanner that does more. The MS851B is a Bluetooth compatible device that reads all 1D barcodes and features high speed capture, reading up to 104 scans per second. A wireless transmission range of up to 328 feet in the line of open sight, a 30-hour battery life, IP42 rating, and 6.8-foot drop spec make this a versatile unit. Included cradle offers convenient charging.

MS842P v4

Empower workplace tasks with the wireless MS842P v4. This device reads all 1D and 2D barcodes and offers a 33-foot operating range plus low cost of ownership compared to Bluetooth scanners. A rugged 6-foot drop spec and IP42 rating makes this ideal for warehousing, manufacturing, and inventory management applications. The included cradle charges the device quickly and the proprietary dongle ensures scans are recorded each time.

WIRELESS SCANNERS

Our wireless scanners are designed to take a licking and keep on ticking. Unitech barcode scanners offer a wide range of movement without a cord. Built with exceptional battery life and Bluetooth pairing options, these scanners are perfect for medium to high-volume scanning needs. Once your scanning tasks are done, simply charge them in the provided charging cradles.
**MS852+ SERIES**

Count on the MS852+ series for a device that won’t quit. Data collection is easier than ever with our collection of 2D barcode scanners that offer rugged drop specs and ingress protection, delivering a device that’s as sturdy as it is efficient. Ergonomic grip and a slim form factor reduces strain on hands and allows all day usage. Select models include wireless and antistatic features.

**MS852+**

Delivering superior performance in a slim-designed ergonomic body, the MS852+ barcode scanner reads all 1D and 2D barcodes for one trigger press efficiency. The MS852+ can be set to automatically populate electronic forms in a single scan from driver’s licenses or ID cards (additional software required). The MS852+ is durable and ideal for retail point-of-sale, event ticketing, and manufacturing environments.

**MS852+ ESD (NEW)**

For static safe environments and clean rooms, the MS852+ ESD features unmatched protection. The internal mixed process ensures antistatic properties are continuously added every time the device is wiped. This 1D/2D barcode scanner is capable of withstanding up to 105~109 ohms per square and is chlorine free. A battery life of up to 25 hours on a single charge and a wireless transmission range of up to 328 feet offers a versatile device.

**MS852B+ (NEW)**

Simplify data collection tasks with the MS852B+. A slim form factor and ergonomic grip combined with a rugged IP42 rating and 6.8-foot drop spec makes this device a powerful ally in the workplace. A long battery life of up to 25 hours, 328-foot wireless transmission range, Bluetooth pairing, and ability to read 1D and 2D barcodes offers a device suitable for logistics, inventory management, and warehousing applications.

**MS852 LR & MS852B LR (NEW)**

Increase productivity with the MS852 LR series. Scan barcodes near and far with long-range devices that read up to 68 feet away including a wireless range of up to 328 feet for the MS852B LR. An IP42 environmental seal and 6-foot drop rating offers rugged protection. Superior motion tolerance and ability to read 1D and 2D barcodes along with a long life cycle of up to 10 million uses adds to the value of the MS852 LR series.
WEARABLE SOLUTIONS
Take your work with you with data collection devices that deliver high-performance scanning and rugged efficiency. Unitech wearable devices fit multiple configurations to suit any scanning need. Wear on wrists, fingers, necks, or on belt loops to reduce fatigue and eliminate strain on hands. Experience sheer power and productivity with wearables that do more.

WD200 (NEW)
Power your data collection with a device that optimizes the way you work. Browse the Internet and web-based apps faster with the user-friendly Android 10 OS + GMS. Experience heightened device performance with a 2.2GHz Octa-Core processor and ease of use with a wearable that fits wrists, necks, and belt loops. A 3.1-inch touchscreen offers easy viewing while directly connecting to the MS622 via USB-C cable for convenience and reliability.

MS622 (NEW)
Accelerate data collection tasks with a wearable device that allows hands-free usage and freedom to move. Capable of scanning 1D and 2D barcodes and weighing .77 oz, the MS622 reads printed and digital codes off smart phones and computers. Users can switch from left- or right-handed use as well as operate the scanner with gloves. Connect to the WD200 mobile computer to streamline work processes.

MS652+
The MS652+ ring scanner is the newest scanner to hit Unitech’s growing data collection portfolio. It features wearable design that gives you freedom of movement to perform barcode scanning tasks comfortably while keeping both hands free. The MS652+ is designed to streamline the workflow for a wide range of applications such as retail, logistics, field service, and hospitality.
GENERAL PURPOSE SCANNERS

Small to medium businesses need reliable devices that can last a full work shift and beyond. Unitech delivers with a line of rugged barcode scanners that are built to last as well as read 1D and 2D barcodes at competitive price points. All of our entry level scanners are plug-and-play so as soon as you unpack them you can experience more efficiency in your workplace. Choose a 1D or a 2D scanner and a form factor that suits your style and features that suit your needs.

AS10
Lightweight, compact, and competitively priced, the AS10 is ready to scan right out of the box. This device is ideal for businesses that want a straightforward, no-frills scanner at a great price. Capable of reading 1D linear barcodes, this contact scanner can withstand 4-foot drops to hard floors and concrete and includes a 1 year warranty.

MS836
For heavy duty barcode scanning, count on a device that can get you through the day with efficiency and ease. The MS836 scans all 1D barcodes and reads up to 3 million resolution barcodes with a print contrast reading of up to 15%. A 5-foot drop spec and IP42 rating makes this a rugged device. Switch from trigger, presentation, and auto-sensing mode to suit your scanning needs. Included stand offers even easier scanning capability.

MS340
The MS340 is an ideal barcode scanner for warehouse environments or places that have hard-to-reach barcodes. This affordable solution can scan from over a foot away and has been drop-rated to withstand 5-foot falls to concrete. It is sealed to deter moisture and dirt and is backed by a 5-year warranty.

MS846
The Unitech MS846 offers a variety of uses across a number of verticals in warehousing, inventory management, retail, and manufacturing. This device offers 1D and 2D barcode reading in a lightweight form factor with rugged IP42 and 5-foot drop protection. The included stand is designed exclusively for the unit and optimizes scanning with trigger, continuous reading, and screen modes.
WEARABLE SOLUTIONS
Choosing a rugged mobile device that’s optimized for your business over a consumer-grade product is a smart choice. In addition, our Android smart phones have a familiar interface that’s easy to navigate. Don’t sweat your workers dropping the device or being careless as these computers are fit with Gorilla Glass®.

PRESENTATION SCANNERS
Presentation scanners offer high performance scanning—speedily and accurately. The device’s stationary position allows more accurate data collection and hands-free scanning. Easily scan barcodes on paper or electronic barcodes from a smart phone or tablet. All of our scanners are constructed with sturdy materials and designed to handle your toughest workload.

TS100 (NEW)
For efficient tabletop barcode scanning with a small price, go for the Unitech TS100. Designed for small spaces, the TS100’s compact design reduces its impact on the environment and reduces workloads making it an ideal all-around data collection tool. The TS100 reads 1D and 2D barcodes and is a great addition to retail, food service, and event ticketing industries.

FC79
Easy to fit on any counter or workspace, the FC79’s tiny footprint can make a huge impact on any small-to-medium business. The FC79 presentation scanner has a unique shape and look that can empower businesses to jump-start mobile couponing campaigns. Reads printed and digital barcodes. 3-foot drop rating. IP42 environmental seal. Two-year warranty.

FC78 (NEW)
Improve work productivity with a barcode scanner that offers a small footprint that’s ideal for small spaces. The FC78 is a presentation scanner capable of reading 1D and 2D barcodes, even paper barcodes and digital ones on smart phones and computers. The scanner head is fully adjustable and rotates 180° for a versatile product in retail, food service, and event ticketing.

FC75
The FC75 hands-free 2D imager mounts easily behind the counter or onto an existing POS system. The FC75’s scan trigger can also be used for on-demand scanning. Reads printed and digital barcodes. 4-foot drop rating. Optional hands-free stand. Backed by a 3-year warranty.

PRESENTATION SCANNERS
Presentation scanners offer high performance scanning—speedily and accurately. The device’s stationary position allows more accurate data collection and hands-free scanning. Easily scan barcodes on paper or electronic barcodes from a smart phone or tablet. All of our scanners are constructed with sturdy materials and designed to handle your toughest workload.
INTERACTIVE TERMINALS
Streamline your retail business with our line of interactive terminals. We offer price checkers with powerful scan engines for every need and every budget. Whether you're in need of a simple unit for low volume scanning or a programmable one that can accommodate custom commands, Unitech keeps up with your changing business requirements.

PC55
The PC55 is the perfect price checker with its low cost and high performance scanning capability. With its compact body and omnidirectional scanner, this entry-level device is great for small to mid-size businesses. The PC55 features a bright 3.5” color screen and multiple network interface options making it suitable for numerous applications and environments.

PC66
Go beyond simple barcode scanning with the PC66. Its large 4.3” color screen provides a vivid display for price verification, as well as promotional images and videos. The PC66 also features multiple network interfaces, Power-Over-Ethernet, and access control capabilities, making it an extremely versatile interactive kiosk.

PC88
Make price checking and customer interaction a breeze with the PC88. With a generous 5.7” screen, you can easily read items and even play various multimedia formats to suit your needs. The rotatable barcode scanner adjusts to meet your customer requirements and is great for small to medium size businesses.
UNITECH RETAIL SOLUTIONS

Retailers need faster, smarter technology to keep up in today’s competitive environment. Unitech products help retailers save time and money with efficient, streamlined data collection solutions. Lengthy processes such as ordering, dispatching, delivery and stocking are fast and easy with Unitech mobile computer solutions. Unitech helps retailers to reduce these time consuming activities and deliver more efficient service to customers. Rugged smart phones eliminate handwritten mistakes and can be implemented into any operational process with limited training. Unitech rugged smart phones allow retailers to manage ordering and inventory more precisely and gain a greater understanding of how products are being sold providing more insight and better marketing awareness.

POINT-OF-SALE

Unitech barcode scanners are slim and customizable, made with the checkout counter in mind. Enjoy our space-saving designs with multiple color and interface options.
GIFT REGISTRY
Unitech’s collection of companion scanners make building gift registries or wish lists a breeze. Customers can simply walk around the store scanning the items they wish to add to their list.

PRICE CHECKING/VIDEO BROADCASTING
Unitech’s interactive kiosks not only allow your customers to price check items but you can configure them to display mobile ads, or sales and promotional videos.

CUSTOMER SERVICE / INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Give your customers what they need when they need it. While on the sales floor, Unitech rugged smart phones allow you to easily check pricing, inventory levels, and place stock orders.

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Check inventory in the stock room and on the sales floor. Our wearable line of scanners lets you scan an item to immediately inform you of available stock.
MOBOLINK
Manage Unitech mobile devices easily on one platform
Control your Unitech devices with one software program. MoboLink offers a unique way to keep tabs on devices. Turn off, restart, update, and monitor devices from your desktop. If you lose a device while on the field, you can easily deactivate it so sensitive information won’t end up in the wrong hands.

STAGEGO
Configure multiple devices simply on one smart platform.
Leave manual device configuration in the past with StageGO. Unitech’s staging app allows you to configure multiple Unitech devices at the same time. Just enter your desired settings, scan the program’s generated barcodes, and go! This free application saves you time from manually configuring each device while avoiding potentially costly errors caused by setting up devices one by one.